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Abstract
Daesh has emerged out of the instability and chaos of the
Middle East and aims to expand its influence across the
world as stated in its motto of „remaining and expanding.‟
The objective of this paper is to point out that Daesh ingress
in South Asia must be seen as a threat to the entire region
and not as a problem of individual states. It tries to assess in
broad strokes the vulnerability of South Asian countries in
conjunction with their historical background and current
circumstances to analyse possible implications of the
group‟s presence. While Daesh may try to exploit the fault
lines of religious militancy and sectarianism in South Asia,
factors such as intact sovereignty and integrity of states
along with stronger militaries could help contain this
phenomenon. Meanwhile, it is the group‟s technological
hold and effective use of social media which highlights the
need of collective regional cooperation for devising
counterstrategies against this phenomenon.

Key words: Daesh, South Asia, Militancy, Middle East, Regional
Implications.

Introduction
orn from an especially brutal Al-Qaeda faction, the Daesh, also
known as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), has grown from
relative obscurity in recent years to overshadow its extremist
patrons.1 Daesh follows the ideology of Salafi Jihadism, and has been
terrorising people in large swaths of Iraq and Syria, with deep ingress to the
Middle East, North Africa, Europe, South and East Asia to establish its
government. It has drawn inspiration from the ancient Caliphate and has
divided the territory it occupies (and even others that it does not control, but
aims to occupy), into various provinces called wilayat in order to validate
itself as a state.2 The rise of this self-proclaimed „state‟ has signaled the
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start of a new era of terrorism.3 In order to ensure its growth and survival,
the Daesh strategy relies on a number of components which include a
centralised military strategy, the use of ideology and the media as tools to
control populations, recruit fighters, and raise funds alongside the control
and development of its territories.4
As of June 2016, Daesh continues to occupy the areas of Northern
and Western Iraq and Northern and Eastern Syria simultaneously. However,
due to the offensive strategies of the United States and its coalition forces, it
has lost territories in Northeast Syria and suffered a series of losses in
Tikrit, Baiji, Sinjar, Ramadi, Hit, Haditha, Rutbah and Fallujah in Iraq.5 The
U.S. and coalition forces are trying to weaken the group‟s hold on its
remaining core areas of control in Iraq and Syria. Moreover, there is a
special focus on preventing new infusions of support from affiliates and
foreign fighters to avert Daesh-backed and inspired terrorist attacks in other
regions.
Daesh, after Al-Qaeda, is considered to be a perfect case study of
transnational terrorism which „through its perpetrators, victims, or audience,
has implications for two or more countries. If an incident starts in one
country but terminates in another (e.g. 9/11 and 3/11)6, then the incident is a
transnational terrorist event, as is the case for the hijacking of a plane in
country A that is diverted to country B.‟7 However, no distinction between
„transnational‟ and „international‟ terrorism has ever been made as both
terms refer to groups that use foreign bases, inspiration and support for
operational purposes.8
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Due to the transnational nature of Daesh, there is a spillover effect
across the globe, especially in the regions nearer to the Middle East. The
concept of „spillover terrorism‟ becomes transnational when, for example,
political grievances in the Middle East motivate terrorists to stage attacks in
European cities and other regions. In the specific case of Daesh, it has been
observed that across the globe attacks such as those in Paris, Belgium,
Brussels, and Turkey had actually been planned in some other country.
The primary objective of this paper is to highlight that Daesh ingress
into South Asia is a regional problem. Its presence in one state could have
consequences for others which calls for the need of adopting a collective
strategy against this menace. Militancy has remained a serious problem for
South Asia – one which Daesh can exploit. Official documents/statements,
reports and research papers have been consulted to discuss briefly the
vulnerability level of each country in conjunction with its historical
background and current circumstances with possible implications for South
Asia.

Daesh in South Asia
The Daesh stated motto is „remaining and expanding‟ which explains its
ambitions of claiming more and more territory in order to maintain its
strongholds. Since its emergence, the group‟s military strategy has
increasingly relied upon theatre-level operations, tactics and offensive
warfare in order to expand its territorial control.9 Various militant groups
from other regions, including South Asia, have also pledged allegiance to
Daesh, assuring support. The core leadership of Daesh, however, is in Iraq
and Syria primarily which is a network of foreign fighters and affiliate
groups that are bolstering the group‟s influence across the Middle East,
Africa and Asia.10 The volatile security architecture, conflict prevalence
alongside militant tendencies in South Asia could become breeding grounds
for Daesh to grow across the region with wide range of implications. The
group‟s presence in South Asia is suspect and has given rise to some
important questions such as what is the magnitude of its footprint in South
Asia? How are the South Asian Islamist militant organisations reacting to
its growing influence? And is its foothold in South Asia enough to pose a
threat?
There are three different scenarios under which Daesh can emerge as
a potent force in South Asia. There are a few jihadist groups in South Asia
that are fractured, with rebel factions inside and which are in complete
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misalignment with Al-Qaeda. There exists a possibility that these splinter
groups can gravitate towards Daesh for rebranding themselves, and for
financial and technical assistance. While these groups are similar to Daesh
given their use of technology and their barbaric acts, these partnerships, if
they occur could be considered marriages of convenience with the sole
purpose of serving each other‟s interests.11
South Asian militant groups in general have openly rejected the
Daesh influence (such as Al-Qaeda and the Afghan Taliban), few have
readily reacted by joining the Daesh bandwagon (such as Jandullah, Ahrarul-Hind and Shahidullah Group) or they are fence-sitting (such as Hizb-eIslami Gulbadeen and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar).
While discussing the existence of Daesh in South Asian countries,
their demographics, cultural and ethnical backdrop, socio-economic
structure and conflict dimensions need to be understood. There are certain
factors that have enabled the growth and appeal of Daesh in different
regions across the world which include the following pre-existing
conditions i.e. weak state security forces; the availability of arms; limited
international counterterrorism and intelligence cooperation; presence of
armed groups and individuals to whom the specific ideology of Daesh
appealed or for whom affiliation with Daesh offers potential material
advantages; persistence of conflicts based on ethnic, sectarian, and/or
political disputes and recruitment of foreign fighters and travel networks
related to such conflicts.12 By keeping these observations in view, Daesh
existence in various South Asian countries is evaluated.
Afghanistan
Afghanistan is a war-torn country with a fragile economy, weak security
forces, greater ethnic divide and an active insurgency. Under these
circumstances, Afghanistan can provide Daesh the space for physical
growth and on-ground bases as it has large swaths of lawless, ungoverned,
undeveloped and remote areas. There is an active presence of Daesh in the
south which could be devastating for a country already in chaos. The Daesh
(Khurasan) is perceived to be concentrated in Zabul, Faryab, Helmand,
Ghazni, Kunduz and Nangarhar provinces,13 trying to extend its holds
beyond remote locations such as Jalalabad, Kunar and Nuristan. There have
11
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been reports of militants recruiting, settling, and carrying out attacks under
the Daesh banner in nearly 70 per cent of the Afghan provinces.14
The estimated number of Daesh fighters in Afghanistan varies widely.
According to a 2016 estimate by the Royal United Service Institute (RUSI),
it boasts about 7,000-8,500 elements, counting both fighters and support
elements.15 The U.S. Department of Defense estimates that the number is
higher, at nearly 1,000-3,000 in Afghanistan, as of mid-February 2016.16
In January 2016, Daesh was suspected of attacks on the Pakistani and
Indian consulates in Afghanistan. Furthermore, Daesh has been targeting
the Shi‟ite community in Afghanistan as it did in Iraq and Syria. The
Afghan leadership is now seeing sectarian agendas behind Daesh ingress in
Afghanistan, especially after the Kabul attack in which 80 people from
Hazara Shi‟ite ethnic group were killed.17 It is believed that Daesh in
Afghanistan has the support of the East Turkestan Islamic Movement
(ETIM), Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU), and fractured and
disenfranchised Taliban and ethnic groups.
Despite falling state apparatus, Daesh could face three-pronged
challenges here. The first challenge is the U.S.-led coalition forces as they
have been hitting Daesh hideouts and sanctuaries in Iraq and Syria and have
vowed to replicate the same offensive strategy in Afghanistan. The second
challenge is the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF). Though, there is
much to be done regarding the capacity building of these forces, however,
they have been conducting joint raids with U.S. forces to thwart Daesh
presence in Afghanistan. The third and most potent challenge to Daesh is
the Afghan Taliban who claim complete ownership over the country and
would not allow Daesh ambitions to replace them. The Afghan Taliban
want to abort Daesh (Khurasan) in its formative stage. At the end of 2015,
they sent 1,000 „special forces‟ to fight them in their Nangarhar stronghold
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as well as in Zabul, Helmand, and Farah provinces.18 Furthermore, in 2016,
a U.S.-led mission in Afghanistan began carrying out airstrikes against
Daesh,19 with at least 70-80 airstrikes between January and February.20
Also, the local village leaders have raised militias with support from the
Afghan government to hold these reclaimed villages, guarding against the
possible return of Daesh fighters.21
It is believed that Daesh lacks the patronage and image that is needed
to gain a strong foothold in Afghanistan. Their limited presence has more to
do with issues of not being able to penetrate the grassroot level than the
global politics of harbouring continuous conflict and chaos such as in Iraq
and Syria.
Pakistan
Due to ongoing counterterrorism operations, terrorist sanctuaries and their
command and control systems have been demolished in Pakistan. However,
the rapprochement of Daesh can provide fractured and disenfranchised
militants and groups, an opportunity to enter its fold for the purpose of
rebranding. According to the Pakistan military, about 309 people who were
part of the organisation have been arrested, which include men of Afghan
and Middle Eastern origin.22 The walk-chalking and graffiti that appeared in
the areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Karachi was immediately dealt with
and the perpetrators arrested.23
The civil and military leadership is confident that state‟s security
apparatus is fully capable of dealing with the global threat of Daesh. On
multiple occasions, it has been said that not even the shadow of Daesh will
be tolerated in Pakistan.24 In a briefing, Corps Commander Peshawar,
Lieutenant General Hidayat-ur-Rehman said:
18
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For us, it‟s just a change of name, and there is no need for
Pakistanis to worry. There are several defections in the
Taliban now, which are becoming part of Daesh. But we‟re
well aware of the situation and are able to tackle them
effectively.25

According to Sartaj Aziz, the National Security and Foreign Affairs
Advisor:
Daesh is not a major threat for Pakistan… the threat of Daesh
can be suspected in the tribal areas where the government
believes that it has significant military operations in place to
combat it.26

Daesh and its subsequent growth in Pakistan could have been a
question mark if the government had not initiated a full scale antiterrorism
campaign across the country. In this regard, Pakistan has adopted a twopronged strategy i.e. military operations in the tribal areas, alongside small
scale intelligence based operations (IBOs) in urban areas. These IBOs and
combing operations have been designed keeping in view the spillover effect
of the military operation in North Waziristan. This strategy, particularly
aims to target the sleeper and facilitation cells of terrorists in urban areas.
This strategy across the country proves the seriousness of Pakistan‟s
security forces to eliminate internal militancy.27
According to an official progress report prepared by the National
Counter Terrorism Authority, „Terrorist activities have declined by 80 per
cent in the past 17 months in Pakistan,‟ 28 while based on U.S. statistics,
terrorist attacks have decreased by 45 per cent in 2015 as compared to
2014.29
Daesh presence in South Asia has come at a time when there is now
overall decline in extremist and violent activities given Pakistan‟s forceful
and comprehensive counterinsurgency and counterterrorism campaign
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initiated at the end of 2013.30 With more than 160,000 troops deployed in
the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), it would be difficult for
the Daesh-linked militants to gain any physical space or control.31 The
ongoing operations in Pakistan are aimed at squashing any and every threat
of militancy. Given this, the limited Daesh „leadership‟ in Pakistan will be
unable to extract the same levels of control its Middle Eastern counterpart
has been able to in the short- to medium-term. However, Daesh‟s symbolic
capital does have the potential to galvanise and change militant dynamics in
South Asia.32
India and Bangladesh
India and Bangladesh being close neighbours are equally threatened by the
ingress of Daesh and that‟s why they have been discussed under one
heading.
India is home to multiple religious and cultural ethnicities. According
to the census of 2011, India has a population of 1210.2 million33 which
constitutes 80.5 per cent Hindus, 13.4 per cent Muslims, 2.3 per cent
Christians, 1.9 per cent Sikhs and 1.8 per cent other religions.34 Amid such
diversity, there have been issues of communal violence, use of force and
hate speech against minorities. Such issues have been a cause of disturbance
between the state and minorities in certain parts of India. The greater
ethnic/communal divide and presence of extremist Hindu factions are
elements that could become fertile ground for the growth of Daesh in India.
In an interview, Union Minister of State for Home Affairs Kiren
Rijiju admitted to the presence of Daesh in the country. However, he
categorically called it a challenge coming from the Muslims in Southern
India:
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It is a reality (some South Indian Muslims getting attracted to
ISIS [Islamic State of Iraq and Syria ]). It is a fact. But, we
should not undermine our vigil in other parts of the country.35

In a document released by the Ministry of Home Affairs, Government
of India, Daesh has been categorised as a Terrorist Organisation and
included in the First Schedule of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act,
1967 by the Central Government. While the outfit has been using both
positive and negative imagery to attract fighters from all around the world,
the Indian government claims that it has influenced/attracted very few youth
from the country:36
The National Investigation Agency (NIA) and the State
Police in some States have registered cases and arrested
some active cadres affiliated to ISIS in the recent past. So far,
NIA has arrested 24 accused (Jammu & Kashmir - 01,
Karnataka - 07, Madhya Pradesh - 01, Maharashtra - 07, Tamil
Nadu - 01, Telangana – 04 and Uttar Pradesh - 03) in the cases
being investigated by the agency. 37

However, multiple cases of missing youths have been registered and
their disappearance has been linked with Daesh.38 Many officials have
refused to comment on the number of Indian youth who have been
radicalised or influenced by Daesh, but according to one estimate, the figure
is in the range of 7000-8000.39 It has been reported that Abu Salman alHindi, a Daesh commander of Indian stock, along with the militant group
known as the Indian Mujahideen (IM), has already trained more than 12
groups to join Daesh.40 Meanwhile, the latter has released an e-book titled
Black Flags from the ISIS explaining its ambitions to target India. The book
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also talks about Prime Minister Narendra Modi, citing the Dadri lynching41
and issue of beef ban in India.42
In the particular case of Bangladesh, its unstable economy, law and
order situation and fragile civil-military relations are worrisome signs.
Daesh footprints in Bangladesh have surfaced in a completely different
manner here, with increased militancy, new trends are emerging.
The older strategy of bigger groups, rapid expansion of
networks and spectacular terrorist acts to capture media and
public attention has been abandoned, and low-profile
successor groups are using small arms instead of explosives
and isolated targeted assassinations rather than large,
coordinated attacks… day by day, new groups are emerging.43

Moreover, the use of homegrown violent groups by political parties
has proven detrimental to the state security architecture. Under these
circumstances, Daesh infiltration into the extremist folds of Bangladesh
cannot be ruled out.
Bangladesh has experienced various alleged Daesh inspired attacks
in 2015, including the killing of an Italian aid worker and Japanese
agriculturist in Dhaka, alongside targeted killings of Shi‟ite Muslims.44
Moreover, the targeted murders of secular bloggers in the country over the
recent past have come with an accompanying Daesh badge.45 Among many,
blogger Avijit Roy was allegedly murdered by an Islamist group named
Ansarullah Bangla Team, with the purpose to avenge the war waged by the
United States against Daesh.46 These bloggers have also been targeted for
their vocal criticism against extremist and fundamentalist Islam and support
for secularism. Such prospective views are seen as ideological clashes with
Daesh.
41
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46
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Though Dhaka has largely been able to contain most traditional
militant groups, new groups or a hybrid of old and the new, either inspired
by the ideology of Daesh or Al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS),
are gaining a slow but steady foothold in the country by manipulating the
social media to radicalise and recruit followers, threaten enemies and rally
individuals to violence in the name of jihad (holy war).47 It is also suspected
that a group named, Jamaat-ul-Mujahidin Bangladesh (JMB) is aligning
itself with Daesh and is involved in recruiting educated English-speaking
tech savvy youth in Bangladesh for the terrorist outfit.48 Abu Ibrahim Al
Hanif, declared the „Amir of Khialfah‟s soldiers in Bengal‟, in an interview,
detailed the vision of the terror merchants for the subcontinent, particularly
for the eastern frontier. He also spoke against the political system, came
down hard on even the Islamist political parties like Jamaat-e-Islami, and
warned of large-scale violence against the Hindus.49 It appears that Daesh
aims to use Bangladesh as a jihadi base to plan attacks in India. Daesh‟s
vision highlights their strategy of geographical expansion, but undoubtedly
more powerful are its efforts to influence generations of vulnerable
people.50 Bangladesh, being a close neighbour of India, with increasing
sectarian clashes is vulnerable to the threat of Daesh.
Maldives, Sri Lanka, Nepal and Bhutan
The smaller states of South Asia are much more vulnerable to the threat of
Daesh because these states have either experienced issues of militancy in
the past or their current circumstances are causing internal instability.
Maldives is a country known for its tourism. However, social problems,
militancy and radical preaching are prompting Islamism.51 Moreover, the
presence of Maldivian fighters in Daesh cadres has exposed the country to
challenges such as radicalisation and recruitment by groups like Al-Qaeda
and Daesh. In October 2013, 50-100 people, out of the total population of
300,000 reportedly fled to Middle Eastern countries, specifically Iraq and
47
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Times, July 4, 2016,
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49
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50
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51
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Syria,” Guardian, February 26, 2016,
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Syria to join Daesh. These mostly included students, convicted or accused
criminals and religious fighters who had been gravitating towards the Daesh
agenda. Means of recruitment and radicalisation is mostly being done
online, this has become especially serious since Maldivians are well-versed
in English language and almost 43 per cent of the population has access to
the internet.52
As Sri Lanka attempts to recover from the effects of the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Elam (LTTE), the remnants of the group and militant
Islamist networks portend new challenges to the security of the country. 53
According to the U.S. Department of State, „LTTE‟s financial network of
support continued to operate throughout 2014.‟54 While still healing from its
civil war, the ingress of Daesh in Sri Lanka is making recovery worse. It
has been reported that in 2016 alone, 36 Sri Lankans (along with their
families) left for Syria to join Daesh.55 The first Sri Lankan, known as Abhu
Shuraih Sailani who joined Daesh, was reportedly killed in an air strike in
July 2016 in Syria. The Sri Lankan Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe
ordered a probe to investigate whether Sailani was alone in his voyage to
join the group in Syria.56
Though, there is no marked presence of Daesh in Nepal and Bhutan
until now, the threat cannot be undermined. The Maoist insurgency in
Nepal has left deep scars, and while the country is now trying to get back on
its feet under democratic rule and a new Constitution, its poverty levels
remain the highest at 25. 2 per cent after Bangladesh (31.5 per cent).57 This
may lead the young above 15 years of age who are unemployed (20 per
cent)58 towards finding quick and illegal sources of money. In October
2015, the Central Investigation Bureau (CIB) of Nepal uncovered a criminal
ring trafficking young girls to Daesh.59
In late July 2016, there were unconfirmed reports that Daesh had
threatened to blow up the Koshi Barrage which put the government and
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security agencies in both Nepal and India on high alert.60 This warning
came soon after the terror attack in a restaurant popular with foreigners in
the diplomatic zone of Dhaka which claimed the lives of 20 hostages.
Though the government of Bangladesh denied Daesh involvement, the
group claimed responsibility for it.61 As discussed before, there was an
immediate ripple effect of this attack with Nepal putting its embassies in
Kathmandu on high alert and a senior counterterrorism official stating:
Although, there is no active presence of terrorist groups in
Nepal and there are no proofs of Nepalis being associated with
IS, we can‟t guarantee that Nepal is safe from the international
terrorist group that has spread its wings in different
countries.62

Even though Buddhist state Bhutan measures its progress and
prosperity based on the Gross National Happiness Index, its minority
Christian population (a mere 2.8 per cent) face very tough times. In fact, it
has been ranked 38th by the Open Doors 2016 World Watch List (an annual
ranking of countries where life as a Christian is most difficult).63 The
Lhotshampa ethnic group that has lived in Bhutan since the 1800s have also
been dispossessed and moved into refugee camps in Nepal.64 Such statesponsored „cleansing‟ by the Bhutanese authorities, removing guarantees of
citizenship, forcing Buddhist cultural and religious codes on the Hindu and
Christian minorities and use of violence and coercion to expel people
belonging to Nepali ethnic groups,65 is reflective of deep societal divisions
which may give space to belligerent agents to grow.
Is South Asia Really Vulnerable to the Threat of Daesh?
Daesh has grown up in regions where authoritarian states failed to govern
such as the Middle East and North Africa. In the specific case of Iraq and
Syria, Daesh was able to grab territory, wealth, arms and equipment by
taking control of resources such as oil and natural gas, financial institutions
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and distribution systems like banks and even disbanded respective armies,
when their rulers were trapped in state-building initiatives (Iraq) or dealing
with the chaos induced by the Arab Spring (Syria).66
In South Asia, the situation is different as states are sovereign with
their territorial integrity intact. With the presence of strong institutional
structures and military might, Daesh could face serious obstacles in South
Asia. The politico-economic structure in this region is also different from
that of the Middle Eastern and North African region, thereby reducing the
chances of a definitive Daesh infiltration.
However, under specific scenarios, states such as Afghanistan and
Bangladesh have the least resilience to the threat of Daesh. Afghanistan is
currently unstable and has serious security issues. Daesh emergence in such
a volatile security environment is a matter of concern which needs an
immediate response. The number of Daesh fighters in Afghanistan
reportedly runs into thousands. Though, the Afghan Taliban would be a
tough competitor for Daesh, but its support from elements such as ETIM
and IMU must not be underestimated. Russia, China, Iran and Central Asian
Republics (CARs), being immediate neighbours have genuine concerns
regarding the possible spillover effects of Daesh activities.
Similarly, Bangladesh is vulnerable to the threat of Daesh because of
heightened political and religious grievances, resulting in the fragmentation
of society. The Government of Bangladesh has been oppressing political
and religious freedoms. A policy of vengeance is being practiced by Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina‟s government against Jamaat-i-Islami leadership.
Such religious fragmentation could lend favourable support to Daesh,
giving them an opportunity to use Bangladesh as a runway to launch
militant activities. Similarly, the killings of sectarian activists by groups
aligned with Daesh should force the state‟s security apparatus to take strong
action. Under the umbrella of the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC), member states should outline strategies for their
respective countries to fight this menace.
In the case of Pakistan and India, there exist fault lines which could
be exploited through subversive plots, but this would not be enough for
Daesh to gain physical control. The extensive unregulated cyber space for
radicalisation, however, must not be ignored. Daesh, through social media
has the power to lure in support without making any physical appearance.
Given a checkered history of mistrust, South Asian states have been
hesitant in sharing clear details of Daesh ingress in their respective
territories due to the stigma associated with militancy and extremist
ideologies. However, if states really aim to shield themselves against this
66
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organisation, there is a need to have a realistic look at its spread and its
recruitment patterns to devise counter strategies. While Daesh may not be
able to annex South Asia into its „Caliphate in the foreseeable future,
however, if new agents remain successful, they will be able to rally support
and further deteriorate the fragile security of the region.67
Possible Implications






67

Polarised and complicated militancy: It is believed that with
prospective entry of Daesh into the region, South Asian states could
face episodes of sporadic terrorism. There are fault lines such as
sectarian issues, use of political violence, state-sponsored terrorism and
territorial disputes that could be exploited at least to create short-term
conflict. While most South Asian states have experienced issues of
militancy in the past, Daesh is another beast altogether which is
technologically more advanced and savvy; and its particular brand of
fundamentalism may be more appealing to the existing militant
ideologies. Such prospects would further damage the already fragile
security architecture of South Asia.
Mutual mistrust and security apprehensions among South Asian
states: The mutual mistrust among the South Asian states is perceived
to be the biggest impediment in developing a framework ensuring
security. There are various apprehensions being held by one state
against the other that can provide favourable space to extremist
ideologies to grow. The fragile situation of Afghanistan, territorial
disputes between India and Pakistan and lack of regional connectivity
are the few factors burgeoning tensions in the region. Moreover, these
apprehensions have been overshadowing the prospects associated with
regional cooperation, undermining the establishment of a multilateral
security charter which could also be helpful in clarifying the
misperceptions and apprehensions, thus, revitalizing trust between
neighbours.
Ideological and operational transformations among the jihadist
groups: Even the tiniest presence of Daesh in the region could fan
more extremist ideologies. Daesh is more like a corporate terrorist
organisation, with wealth and technical assistance which it can offer to
militant groups in South Asia who are in need of „rebranding‟. Newer
narratives and deeper penetration of the Salafi jihadist ideology will not
bode well for South Asia.
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Cyber radicalisation: Cyber space in South Asia is largely unregulated
with a damaging impact on its users, particularly the youth which
constitute the largest proportion of South Asian states. The region has
480 million internet users, out of the total 3.4 billion, which is the
second highest number of users worldwide.68 Daesh has expertise in
radicalising masses through online means. Given the large numbers of
internet users concentrated in South and East Asia, the threat of
radicalisation amplifies. Daesh can accumulate maximum support
through online means from areas where it has been denied physical
space. Besides, through easy internet access, Daesh is able to upload its
e-books, magazines and videos, containing its ideological literature and
account of activities to influence the masses.
Difficulties in law enforcement and security maintenance: The
fragile security situation in South Asia vis-à-vis emergence of Daesh
could intensify the issues of law enforcement and counterterrorism.
Though some states like Pakistan (under Operation Zarb-e-Azb69) and
Sri Lanka (against the LTTE) have been successful in largely
eradicating terrorists from difficult areas, the online existence of Daesh
could disrupt the maintenance of peace. Monitoring and surveillance
mechanisms must be introduced to curb extremist ideologies in the
region.

Conclusion
Daesh is a brutal force implementing a manipulated version of Shariah
which is completely inconsistent with the teachings of Islam. It has become
a global threat and South Asia cannot pretend that it is somehow cloaked
under an iron dome which will protect the region and its people from it.
With its motto of „remaining and expanding‟, growth across the globe is
part of its grand plan.
As elaborated above, the history of militancy in South Asia is a
crucial factor that may provide fertile ground for the growth of Daesh even
if governments have been able to fight against insurgents successfully
through military action. High poverty levels also make the populace
vulnerable to exploitation by belligerent agendas. In order to control and
limit Daesh globally and regionally, there is a need to target its affiliate
groups, severing their links with the core group in order to reduce its
strength indirectly. There is a need to counter the ideology of Daesh by
68
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initiating an interactive dialogue among Muslims and other religious and
ethnic communities. The religious clerics and scholars have the
responsibility to address the issues of radicalisation through lectures and
sermons that could be used as a counternarrative to wash away the influence
of extremist ideologies. A regional framework should be established to
monitor Daesh facilitation networks, flow of foreign fighters, finances and
propagation of literature. The fighters who have been joining Daesh are
using indirect routes to reach Iraq and Syria, for which South Asian states
need to ensure strict border surveillance and monitoring. Such a framework
can be developed by SAARC‟s coalition of member countries. Moreover,
such a regional framework should also focus on rehabilitation of conflict-hit
areas from where such extremist ideologies have been emerging. While
sustainable development and economic growth through trade is important
for the region, Daesh ingress and its level of penetration must be analysed
realistically on priority basis since the group can threaten the very peace
and prosperity all governments and people want. The fight against terrorism
requires collective action in order to save our future generations from facing
similar circumstances.
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